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Abstract:
Exercises to improve joint proprioception and coordination of the functionally unstable ankle are advocated
throughout the literature, yet there is little evidence that these exercises have any effect on proprioception and
balance. The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of a 6-week coordination and balance training
program on proprioception of subjects with functional ankle instability. Forty-five subjects (age = 22.53 ± 3.95
years, height = 172.04 ± 10.0 cm, weight = 71.72 ± 15.7 kg) were randomly placed into a control (Group 1),
sham (Group 2), or experimental (Group 3) group. The experimental group trained 3 days per week, 10 minutes
each day, performing various balance and proprioception exercises. Postural sway and active and passive joint
position sense were assessed. Analysis of variance for postural sway modified equilibrium score for anterior
and posterior sway, as well as medial and lateral sway revealed significant four-way interactions. Tukey post
hoc analyses revealed that Group 3 performed significantly better (p < .05) than Group 1 and Group 2 on the
posttests. There were no significant differences for joint position sense or postural sway index. Results suggest
that balance and coordination training can improve some measures of postural sway. It is still unclear if joint
position sense can be improved in the functionally unstable ankle.
Article:
Inversion ankle sprains are among the most common injuries in sports (22,39,70). Often, recurrent injury
ensues, and functional instability (1517) becomes evident in as many as 33 (3) to 42% (18) of the patients suffering from an acute ankle injury. Contributing factors to functional ankle instability are decreased range of
motion (4), decreased strength of ankle evertors (3,60,66), and a decrease in joint proprioception (8,18,
21,25,43,61,66,67). Some authors reported symptoms of functional instability in the absence of mechanical instability (14,16,66).
The ability to detect motion in the foot and make postural adjustments in response to these detected motions is
crucial in the prevention of ankle injury. Similarly, the ability of an individual to sense the position of the foot
prior to heel strike is of the utmost importance. Studies have shown that functional ankle instability results in a
decreased ability to maintain balance (16,69) and a decrease in joint position sense (25).
Freeman et al (18) proposed that ankle injury may cause disruption of joint afferents located in the supporting
ligaments and capsule, leading to an impairment of the postural control system. Using a modified Rom- berg's
test, they found a decrease in the ability to maintain static balance on the injured limb when compared to the
uninjured limb of patients with unilateral ankle injury. From their finding of decreased postural control, they
proposed a partial deafferentation of joint mechanoreceptors in the functionally unstable ankle, which
contributed to symptoms of functional instability (18).
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Numerous mechanoreceptors are present in joint capsule, ligament, muscle, and skin. Mechanoreceptors are
sensitive to joint pressure and tension caused by both dynamic movement and static position. These afferent
nerve fibers provide a sense of movement and position as well as contributing to a complex reflex system that
acts to control posture and coordination.

Control of posture entails reflex mechanisms involving coordinated activity of three balance senses: visual,
vestibular, and somatosensory systems (31,47). In order to maintain balance, a body is in a constant state of
automatic movement (38,46,47), attempting to keep the center of gravity over the base of support. Balance is
preserved by movements at the ankle, knee, and hip and may be disturbed when the center of balance cannot be
properly sensed or when corrective movements are not executed in a smooth coordinated fashion.
These three balance senses work in combination and are all critical to the execution of coordinated postural
corrections. Impairment of one component is compensated for by the other two. Often, one of the systems
provides faulty information or sensory conflict. In this case, it is crucial that the other two senses provide
accurate information so that sensory organization can take place. Sensory organization is a process by which all
three senses receive input and a determination is made whether any of the input is misleading (47).
The vestibular system plays only a minor role in the maintenance of balance when visual and somatosensory
systems are functioning (47,49). The primary role of the vestibular system is to signal sensation of acceleration
of the head in relation to the body and to the environment (35, 47). It allows independent control of head and
eye positions.
Vision is an important sense for the control of balance. When somatosensory conflict is present, such as a
moving platform or a compliant foam surface, balance is significantly decreased with eyes closed compared to
eyes open. On a stable surface, closing the eyes should cause only minimal increases in postural sway in normal subjects. However, if somatosensory input is disrupted due to injury, closing the eyes will increase sway
significantly (12,13,34,47).
Mechanoreceptors provide information to the three movement systems, which aid in the regulation of balance.
The myotatic stretch reflex is the first mechanism to react at approximately 40 msec. An externally imposed
rotation or increased load to the joint triggers muscle spindles to increase activity in the muscle and improve
muscle stiffness properties. Muscle stiffness is described as the muscle's resistance to stretch and is dependent
upon the level of activation of the muscle (47). Stretch reflexes may at times be inappropriate or insufficient
and act to destabilize balance (46). Therefore, other movement systems which rely on alternate input are
required to maintain balance.
The second system, which is the first effective response to control balance, comes from the automatic systems.
They too are triggered by external perturbations. The response is somewhat slower than the myotatic stretch
reflex at 90-100 msec. Somatosensory input results in automatic responses which are governed by the degree of
intensity of the stimulus in combination with the individual's past experiences (47).
The third system involved in balance control is the voluntary system. It is the slowest responding system at
approximately 150 msec. Voluntary and automatic responses are often used in conjunction with each other,
with automatic responses occurring first followed by voluntary purposeful behaviors (48).

Several authors (26,53,56,62,67) suggested that inversion ankle sprains may occur due to an improper positioning of the foot just prior to, and at, heel strike. Improper positioning may be due to the loss of proprioceptive input from mechanoreceptors. Joint position sense is a component of proprioception and is often measured
to assess proprioception. Results of joint position sense studies in the functionally unstable ankle have
demonstrated varying results. Glen- cross and Thornton (25) reported a decrease in active joint position sense
of the functionally unstable ankle over that of the uninjured ankle. Gross (30), however, failed to reveal any
significant differences between injured and uninjured limbs in either active or passive joint position sense of
the ankle.
Joint position sense at the ankle is typically measured in a nonweightbearing position but usually involves
uniplanar measurement. Glencross and Thornton (25) measured joint position sense in a dorsiflexion/plantar
flexion pattern. Gross (30) mea sured inversion/eversion joint position sense and did not report the position of
the ankle in the sagittal plane. Since ankle and foot motion rarely involve uniplanar motion, these tests may not
be accurate indicators of position sense during functional activity. No attempts have been made to evaluate
joint position sense in a nonweight-bearing position with combined motions about the subtalar and talocrural
joints. Further, the effects of training on joint position sense are not known.
Exercises to improve joint proprioception and coordination of the ankle are advocated for individuals with
functional ankle instability throughout the literature (1,5,6,15, 18,23,36,38,40,42,51,54,63,69). Little attention,
however, has been given to the efficacy of these rehabilitation protocols.
Two studies (23,68) revealed that static postural sway can be improved with 6 weeks and 8 weeks of ankle disk
training, respectively. Additionally, Tropp et al (67) and Freeman et al (18) reported a decrease in symptoms of
functional instability and repeated episode of injury following a training regimen of balance-type exercises. It
has not been shown, however, if dynamic postural sway can be improved. Additionally, the visual system can
compensate for defects in the central pathways or of the vestibular system (2). A ratio of balance measures with
eyes open to that of eyes closed is an indicator of somatosensory input (10-13,47,49). Visual cues were not
removed in the testing procedures of previous studies (66-68).
The purpose of this study was to determine if ankle joint proprioception in subjects with functional instability
of the ankle could be improved with 6 weeks of training. The parameters of interest were sway index and a
modified equilibrium score assessed in a weight-bearing position under both static and dynamic conditions
with and without visual cues. Additionally, degrees of en-or for active and passive position sense were assessed
in a nonweight-bearing position.
METHODS
Subjects
The study was approved by the institution's review board for the use of human subjects. All subjects were
informed of the procedures and signed a consent form prior to participation. The subject population consisted
of 48 males and females, ranging in age from 18 to 32 years old, who reported a history of chronic ankle
functional instability at the time of the study. Functional instability was defined as at least one significant ankle
inversion sprain in which the subject was on crutches or unable to bear weight, followed by repeated injury
and/or a feeling of instability and giving way. All subjects suffered a minimum of at least two episodes in the
12 months prior to testing. Subjects were all pain-free at the onset of the study.
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of three groups. Group 1 (N = 14) served as a control and was asked
not to participate in any strengthening or balance-type activities during the 6-week period. Group 2 (N = 14)
received a sham treatment of electrical stimulation to the peroneus longus and brevis muscles. The subjects

receiving the sham treatment were told they would receive a subsensory treatment of microcurrent electrical
stimulation. No electrical stimulation was actually delivered to the subjects. Group 3 (N = 17), the
experimental group, participated in 6 weeks of balance and coordination training.
Instrumentation
The Balance System (Chattanooga Group Inc., Hixson, TN) was used to assess postural sway. Single limb
stance was assessed under four conditions. Joint position sense was as sessed using the KinCom II (Chattanooga Group Inc., Hixson, TN) isokinetic dynamometer. Testing was conducted at a slow velocity (5°/sec).
Test Procedures
Subjects reported to the sports medicine research lab for a pretest. In an attempt to minimize the effect of
fatigue on the testing procedures, joint position sense testing was performed first, followed by balance testing.
A practice session was immediately followed by the test session. Six weeks following the pretest, a posttest
was conducted in the same manner.
Joint position sense Each subject was positioned supine on an examination table that had been modified
to accommodate positioning of the ankle on the KinCom II ankle inversion/eversion footplate. The subject's
foot was aligned with the axis of the dynamometer according to manufacturer's specifications with subtalar
neutral designated as the "neutral" position. An Elastifoam wrap (low-density foam-padded elastic wrap)
was placed around each subject's foot to reduce cutaneous receptor input. A total of seven test positions was assessed for active and passive joint repositioning. Three test positions (15° of inversion, 0° of neutral, and 10° of
eversion) were performed at 0° and 25° of plantar flexion. An additional test position, maximum inversion, was
performed in the plantar flexion (25°) position. The maximum inversion test position was set at —5° of each
individual's maximum inversion active range of motion. This position was determined by having each subject
actively invert the foot to a maximum position of inversion, where the range of motion in degrees was recorded
from the internal goniometer of the KinCom.
Each subject performed a practice session followed by a 30-second rest. The test protocol followed with two
trials for each test position. The average score of two trials was used for the analysis. A counterbalancing
scheme was used for plantar flexion position, active/passive mode, and test position (inversion, neutral, eversion, and maximum inversion) to avoid an order effect. Subjects were blindfolded throughout the examination.
For passive testing, the investigator moved the subject's foot at the dynamometer's set speed of 5°/sec. First, the
subject's foot was moved through complete inversion and eversion range of motion. The investigator then
moved the foot to the test position, where it was held for 15 seconds. Each subject was instructed to
concentrate on the position of the foot. The foot was then brought to the extreme opposite range of motion (ie.,
to inversion for neutral and eversion test positions and to eversion for inversion and maximum inversion test
positions). The investigator then moved the foot back toward the test position. The subject indicated when
he/she felt the test position had been attained by performing a quick contraction of the antagonistic muscle
group, causing a force curve to be recorded. The corresponding angle of movement was taken at the point of
the initiation of the force curve. Measurements were recorded as degrees of error for each test position. This
was repeated for two trials at each test position in both the 0° and 25° of plantar flexion positions. The active
test was performed in the same manner, except, after being passively placed in the test position and moved to
the opposite range of motion, the subject moved his/her foot actively back to the test position.
Postural stability Subjects were positioned on the force plate of the Balance System with the nonweightbearing limb flexed at the knee to approximately 75° and the weight- bearing limb fully extended at the knee.

The subject's foot was positioned on a force plate adjusted to foot length. The subjects were asked to cross their
arms over their chests. Two trials were performed

for each test. The average of the two trials was used for data analysis. Data were collected at an effective
sampling rate of 15 Hz for a period of 20 seconds.
All subjects performed a practice session immediately followed by the test session. The test conditions were
stable platform with eyes open (Condition 1), stable platform with eyes closed (Condition 2), inversion/eversion tilting platform with eyes open (Condition 3), and inversion/eversion tilting platform with eyes closed
(Condition 4).
Sway index and modified equilibrium score were used as the dependent measures. Sway index is defined as a
numerical value of the standard deviation of the distance the subject spent away from his/her center of balance.
It is calculated by the following formula:
x cm = value which indicates the distance from the balance point in the X direction, where negative values
indicate left, positive values indicate right, and 0 is direct center.
y cm = value which indicates the distance from the balance point in the Y direction, where negative values
indicate heel direction, positive values indicate toe direction, and 0 is direct center.
Modified equilibrium score is a unitless measure of the actual anterior/posterior or medial/lateral sway in
relation to the theoretical limits of stability (Figure 1). The theoretical limit of stability is a center of gravity
sway angle and is based on height and weight (47). In this case, the limit was the maximum sway possible in a
given direction, determined by the manufacturer. The Balance Sys- tern does not measure center of gravity;
thus, the term "modified" equilibrium score is used here. Scores near 100% indicate little sway, where scores of
0 mean complete loss of stability. If an individual suffers a loss of balance and must touch the other foot down,
a score of 0 is recorded for that trial. Modified equilibrium score = (B — A)/B X 100, where A represents
actual anterior/posterior sway, and B represents the theoretical limits of stability (47).
Training Procedure
The training protocol consisted of 6 weeks of balance training, progressing from the most simple to the

most complex sessions. This protocol was designed based on a compilation of rehabilitation protocols
(1,5,6,15, 18,23,36,38,40,42,51,54,63,69) to reflect current practices in treating functionally unstable ankles.
Subjects in the experimental group trained three times per week for 10 minutes each day. The protocol is
described in Table 1. Subjects stood on the affected limb with the contralateral knee flexed to approximately
75° and arms crossed over the chest. Strategies were performed with eyes open and eyes closed. Strategies 1-3
involved balancing on a fixed surface (the floor) with eyes open, eyes closed, and while picking up objects
(eyes open) from the floor. Strategies 4-9 involved balancing on a 14-inch square tilt board (Figure 2), which
allowed uniplanar motion only. Three different foot placements included a straight ahead placement to allow
dorsiflexion and plantar flexion (strategies 4-5), a 90° placement which allowed inversion and eversion
(strategies 6-7), and a diagonal placement such that inversion/plantar flexion and eversion/dorsiflexion were
allowed (strategies 8-9). Strategies 10-11 allowed multiaxial movement using a circular wobble board
constructed with a sphere on the undersurface (Figure 3), allowing motion in all ranges. In strategies 12-13,
subjects performed a functional hop series, pausing to balance between each hop for a period of 5 seconds. The
pattern of hopping included straight ahead, left, right, and diagonal left and right hops (Figure 4).
For the functional hop with eyes closed, the trial was performed by having subjects close their eyes immediately after performing each hop while attempting to gain their balance. They then opened their eyes prior to
the next hop and repeated the same sequence until all six hops were complete.
Data Analysis
SPSS for Windows [Version 6.01, SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL) was used for statistical analysis. An alpha level of
.05 was used throughout the data analysis. For joint position sense, a mixed model, one between, three within
repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine if differences existed between preand post-test measures for joint position sense. The dependent variable was error, recorded in degrees. The
independent variables were Group (1,2,3), mode (active, passive), test (pre, post), and test position [plantar
flexion (0°)—inversion, neutral, and eversion, and plantar flexion (25°)—inversion, neutral, eversion, and a

maximum inversion). For postural stability, separate repeated measures ANOVAs with one between and three
within variables were used to analyze the dependent measures' sway index and modified equilibrium scores in
the anterior/posterior and medial/lateral direction. Independent measures were group (1,2,3), platform (stable,
dynamic), eye condition (open, closed), and test (pre, post). Post hoc analyses for each sig-

nificant interaction were conducted using the Tukey HSD procedure.
RESULTS
Two subjects from the control group and one from the sham group did not return for the posttest. Thus, 45
subjects completed the study and were included in the data analysis.
Joint Position Sense
Means and standard deviations for passive and active joint position sense are presented in Table 2. Analysis of
variance revealed no main effect or interactions involving group. There was, however, a main effect for test,
F(1,42) = 5.46, p = .024, with the posttest scores better than the pretest. A main effect was also present for
mode, F(1,42) = 15.75, p < .001, with active position sense (X = 6.57 ± 4.41) greater than passive (X = 5.21 ±
3.56). A significant interaction for mode by position, F(6,252) = 3.52, p = .002, was also present. Tukey post
hoc analysis revealed that passive position sense was significantly better than active position sense in the
maximum inversion position (P < .05).
Postural Stability
Sway index The means for sway index are presented in Table 3. The ANOVA for sway index revealed no
differences between groups. Significant main effects for test, F(1,42) = 11.07, p = .002; platform, F(1,42) =
461.96, p < .001; and eyes, F(1,42) = 1267.89, p < .001, were demonstrated.
Modified equilibrium score The mean modified equilibrium scores for anterior/posterior and medial/lateral
are presented in Table 4. The ANOVA for modified equilibrium score anterior/posterior revealed significant
main effects for test, 11,42) = 6.63, p .014; condition, F(1,42) = 56.64, p < .001; and eyes, F(1,42) = 1118.18, p
< .001. The ANOVA for modified equilibrium score anterior/posterior also revealed a significant group by test
by condition by eyes interaction, F(2,42) = 5.19, .01 (Figure 5). Tukey post hoc analysis revealed that the
posttest for Group 3 during Conditions 2 and 3 was significantly improved (p < .05) over that of the pretest for
all three groups as well as the posttest for Groups 1 and 2.

The ANOVA for modified equilibrium score medial/lateral also revealed significant main effects for test,
F(1,42) = 7.59, p = .009; condition, F(1,42) = 89.2, p < .001; and eyes, F(1,42) = 1212.81, p < .001.
Additionally, there was a group by test by condition by eyes interaction, F(2,42) = 6.90, p = .003 (Figure 6).
Tukey post hoc analysis revealed that the posttest scores for the treatment group (Group 3) were also significantly improved on Condition 2 and

gests the presence of a learning effect (41). Future studies should include a more in-depth training session prior
to the testing sessions.
Our study also revealed that passive position sense was significantly better than active position sense for all
three groups. Gross (30) examined both the injured and uninjured ankles of unilateral ankle-injured subjects as
well as a group of noninjured controls for inversion and eversion joint position sense. He reported no
differences between groups; however, he did report a significant main effect for mode. Consistent with our
study, Gross (30) reported that passive inversion and eversion positioning at the ankle was significantly better
than active positioning in both the injured and uninjured subjects.
Muscle proprioceptors may be best suited to sense rapid changes in body position (10-12,49), such as those
evident in postural maintenance corrections. We tested joint position sense at 5°/sec. If muscle
mechanoreceptors are best suited to sense quick changes, this would explain why active joint position sense
was worse than passive. Passive joint position sense testing at a slow speed may act to isolate joint proprioceptors by limiting input from muscle proprioceptors. An extremely slow speed, such as the one used in our study
during active joint positioning, may cause an interference with normal functioning of muscle proprioceptors. If
active position sense testing is a measure of interest, perhaps a test which is more physiological in nature, such
as a self-selected speed, would produce more meaningful results.
Another potential explanation for the difference in mode became evident during testing. Although the foot plate
was adjusted for foot length and width and the foot was securely strapped in place, the subject's foot was still
able to move slightly on the foot plate. During passive testing, this was not a problem. However, when an
active contraction Condition 3 than the pretest for all three groups and the posttest for Groups 1 and 2.
DISCUSSION
The major finding of this study was that 6 weeks of coordination and balance training had a significant effect
on the modified equilibrium scores of balance in both the anterior/posterior and medial/lateral direction. There
was, however, no effect observed on sway index or joint position sense of the ankle. In the
following sections, the main effects are discussed with the exception of the main effects for eyes and platform
condition on the postural sway measures. It is expected that eye closure would significantly impair measures of
sway, as would a dynamic platform condition.
Joint Position Sense

We found that the posttest scores for joint position sense were significantly improved over the pretest scores
for all three groups. This sug-

began, the foot "slipped" in the direction of the movement. This meant that the anatomical angle of the subject's
foot may have preceded the dynamometer's test angle. Some subjects reported that they felt like they were
waiting for the machine "to catch up" to their foot prior to indicating that they were at the desired angle. We
strongly suggest that future studies which assess active position sense, in which control of velocity is an issue,
do so by using active positioning to show the subjects the initial position. We also suggest that the amount of
force produced during the trials be limited. Although research has shown that the amount of force does not
directly affect position sense (55), it was evident that a more forceful contraction produced greater tissue and
padding compression. This, in turn, added to the discrepancy between the movement of the dynamometer and
the actual joint movement.
The lack of a significant improvement in joint position sense for the training group in our study could be due to
a number of factors. First, it could have been related to a lack of specificity between the training and
assessment procedures. Secondly, it may be that 10 minutes per day, 3 days per week, for 6 weeks is simply
insufficient to cause any physiological changes in the peripheral afferents.
We found that the maximum inversion position was better during passive testing than active testing. This is
inconsistent with the findings of Glencross and Thornton (25), who found greater error in reproduction of joint
position angles with the largest angles of movement. They tested four positions of plantar flexion and
dorsiflexion for passive joint position sense and reported a linear trend between the degree of error and the test
angle. As the test angle approached the limit of range of motion, the error in reproduction became greater. In
our study, the maximum inversion position had the lowest mean score when tested passively and the highest
mean score when tested actively.
In a concurrent study (64), we assessed the intertester reliability of our joint position sense measures and found
them to range from good (.87) to poor (.03), depending on mode and position. Passive inversion (.87), passive
eversion (.70), active eversion (.50), and active maximal inversion (.51) positions yielded the highest ICCs,
while active inversion (.03), passive maximal inversion (.08), passive (.14), and active (.12) neutral positions
yielded the poorest ICCs. Certainly, these findings affect our results; however, these ICC measures were
intertester measures. All data for this study were collected by the same individual, and intratester reliability was
not assessed. We suggest future studies investigate methods of assessing joint position sense, which will
produce higher reliability estimates

The absence of a significant group by test interaction could be due to the specificity or type of training. All of
the coordination and balance training activities were conducted in a weight-bearing position (single limb
stance). Joint position sense was assessed with subjects supine in a nonweight-bearing position. Although the
surface of the foot was in contact with the foot plate, the tibia served as the proximal, fixed segment, while the
distal segment, the foot, served as the moving segment. The mechanical stresses imposed on a joint vary
greatly between weight-bearing and nonweight-bearing activity (52,59). Perhaps a training program designed
to include nonweight-bearing activities as well as weight-bearing activities on uneven surfaces would serve to
improve joint position sense. Additionally, the assessment of joint position sense in a weight-bearing position
may have merit.
Postural Sway
A significant main effect for test was present for all of the postural sway measures. This suggests that,
regardless of the inclusion of a practice session, a learning effect was present.
Sway index There were no significant group by test interactions for sway index. A previous study by Cox et al
(9) revealed similar results of no improvement following a training period in normal subjects. In their study, no
significant improvement was shown in the sway index of uninjured individuals who trained 5 minutes per day
for 6 weeks on either a firm surface or a compliant foam- rubber surface. Subjects were tested using the
Chattecx Dynamic Balance System (Chattanooga Group Inc., Hixson, TN) for 10-second trials. The authors (9)
attributed the lack of improvement in postural sway to the amount of time of the training and to the fact that
subjects were uninjured, normal subjects. They reported that perhaps 5 continuous minutes of training was too
demanding and that a shorter period of training could possibly produce a better quality of training.
Additionally, they felt that it was possible that the uninjured subjects simply had no room for improvement.
Another potential problem is that data were only collected over a 10-second period. This may not be long
enough to detect changes in a healthy population. Furthermore, sway index was the only dependent measure
analyzed. One disadvantage of using the sway index as the dependent measure is the Chattecx Dynamic
Balance System's lack of sensitivity to touch downs. When the subject completely loses balance and touches
the contralateral limb down or reaches for a hand rail, no measurement is recorded by the force plate. The
investigator must choose to ignore the touch clown or repeat the trial. Neither option allows for reliable test
results. The use of sway equilibrium allows the investigator to assign the score of zero for complete loss of
balance in the instance when subjects must touch down.
Mattacola et al (44) measured postural sway (cm) in 12 subjects to determine intertester reliability using the
Chattecx Dynamic Balance System. Subjects were tested for dual limb and single limb stance under static and
dynamic conditions with eyes open and eyes closed. For single limb stance, ICCs (2,1) were reported to range
from .41 to .57 for stable platform and from .63 to .90 for a dynamic platforms. Reliability of the Chattecx
Dynamic Balance System was also tested by Irrgang and I.ephart (37). Thirteen subjects, ranging in age from
22 to 41 years, were measured using the sway index as the dependent measure under four test conditions:
prescribed stance eyes open and eyes closed and choice stance eyes open and eyes closed. Data were collected
over a 10-second period. Reliability was not affected by the different stance protocols. Moderate to high
reliability was reported (.47—.81). Intraclass correlation coefficients were calculated by Ghent et al (24) for the
Chattecx Dynamic Balance System. Fifty-four subjects (age = 15-79) were tested in a posture of their choice
and a prescribed posture. Tests were performed over 10 seconds under four conditions: stable platform eyes
open and eyes closed and moving platform eyes open and eyes closed. The dependent measure was not
reported. Their results were also moderately reliable (r = .45—.63). These results indicate the need for further
study of reliability as it relates to various testing protocols and careful planning and execution of testing
procedures.

Modified equilibrium score The highest order interaction for modified equilibrium score in the anterior/posterior and medial/lateral directions revealed the same results; thus, the interactions will be discussed
together. We found that the training group improved for Condition 2, eyes closed on a stable platform, and for
Condition 3, eyes open on the inversion/eversion tilting platform. In contrast to the Hoffman and Payne study
(33), our study did not reveal improvements in postural sway in the stable platform, eyes open (Condition 1).
Hoffman and Payne (33) studied 28 healthy subjects who were divided into control and training groups. The
subjects were pretested for standard deviations of sway in the anterior/posterior and medial/lateral directions
using a Kistler force plate (Kistler Instrumentation Corporation, Amherst, NY) in an eyes open condition. The
training group participated in 10 weeks of training using the Biomechanical Ankle Mat- form System
(Spectrum Therapy Products, Jasper, MI). The training took place 3 days per week for a period of 10 minutes
each day. Following the 10-week period, subjects were posttested to determine if postural sway had improved
over the control group, which had been excluded from any training. Mean gain scores were analyzed with a
single-factor ANOVA, which revealed a significant improvement in the experimental group for the X (-1) =
.033) and for the Y parameters (1) = .019) over that of the control group (33).
A number of reasons exist as to why we did not see the same results as Hoffman and Payne (33). In their study
(33), the sway index was not used; rather, they assessed postural sway in the anterior/posterior direction
independently of medial/lateral sway. Additionally, both the testing and treatment instrumentation varied
between studies. The treatment protocols varied both in type of exercise and length of study (10 weeks vs. 6
weeks). Finally, Hoffman and Payne's study trained healthy individuals, while our study included subjects with
functional ankle instability.
Stable platform When looking at the results of the stable platform conditions in our study, only scores during
the condition with eyes closed were significantly changed for Group 3. Nashner and Peters (49) reported that
when somatosensory input is intact, removing visual input should only increase sway minimally. Therefore, in
the injured individual, if somatosensory input is improved through training, the eyes closed condition should be
the condition that would reveal improvements. The results of the modified equilibrium score in our study indicated that this "somatosensory" input can be improved in the functionally unstable ankle.
Dynamic platform When looking at the dynamic testing platform conditions, only the eyes open condition
scores were improved in Group 3. It was expected that both of the dynamic tests would be improved. It appeals
that Condition 4 (dynamic, eyes closed) was just too challenging, and most subjects were forced to

touch down with the other foot. When looking at modified equilibrium score, a touch down yields a score of
zero whether the subject touches once or 10 times. Modified equilibrium score is probably not the best tool to
assess balance when extremely challenging conditions are imposed (ie., single limb, moving platform with eyes
closed). Perhaps a new method could be used that would incorporate the limits of stability and the actual sway
as well as take into account the number of touch downs.
To account for the number of touch downs, an alternate method of calculating the modified equilibrium score is
presented in Figure 7. The modified equilibrium score is calculated as previously described but then divided by
[1 + number of touch downs]. The same modified equilibrium score as shown in Figure 1 would be 33% if the
subject scored one touch down and 23% if two touch downs were scored.
Clinical Implications
The results of the present study indicate that the use of a 6-week bal ance and training coordination program
can increase the control of postural sway in individuals with functional instability of the ankle when sway is
measured using a modified equilibrium score. The use of sway index appears to be limited in its ability to
detect differences among groups. When assessing postural sway, clinicians should include multiple measures,
such as center of balance, center of balance distance, modified equilibrium score, maximum sway in the
anterior/posterior direction, and medial/lateral direction.
Balance and coordination training performed in a weight-bearing position does not appear to have an effect on
passive and active position sense. Based on the reports from previous studies (26,62) that ankle joint injury
may be due to an improper positioning of the foot at heel strike, it is clear that nonweight-bearing proprioception remains an integral sense that must be of concern. Although it is unclear whether, joint position
sense can be improved, it is suggested that nonweight-bearing coordination exercises also be included in the
retraining of functionally unstable ankles, and that future studies assess the efficacy of such programs on joint
position sense.

Ankle joint proprioception or kinesthetic sensibility are often assessed with a constant velocity. It is clear that
muscle, tendon, joint, and cutaneous receptors do not work independently of each other (7,19,20, 2729,45,57,58,65,71). Perhaps proprioceptive deficits are not caused by selective damage to one or the other of
these systems. Perhaps it is the combination or, more specifically, the interpretation of these inputs that
becomes distorted. In recent years, joint mechanoreceptors have been the focus of ankle joint proprioception
studies (21,25,30,32). These studies have led to varying results, introducing more questions. Isn't it possible
that muscle and tendon mechanoreceptors could also become damaged following joint injury? Nitz et al (50)
reported damage to the tibial and peroneal nerves following grade II and III ankle inversion sprains. If these
large nerves are damaged, wouldn't neuromuscular interaction be affected? Isn't it also possible that the
afferents arising from the muscles and tendons could become damaged during similar injury? If so, it might
make sense to assess proprioception in a manner that would combine the use of joint, skin, and muscle
mechanoreceptors rather than selectively assessing each. Since it is impossible to selectively assess different
receptors without anesthetizing them, it might make more sense to assess the coordination or the interpretation
of the various types of receptors (such as those that sense movement, velocity, or position). This could be
accomplished by measuring joint position sense at clinically relevant velocities in weight- bearing and
nonweight-bearing positions and with varying amounts of force. The use of a motion analysis system would
allow nonweight-bearing assessment at self-selected velocities.
The overall results of an improvement in postural sway and no improvement in joint position sense can be
discussed by looking at central motor control and peripheral motor control. Gaufin et al (23) refuted the theory
of Freeman et al (18) that a peripheral deficit is the cause of functional instability. In the study by Gaufin et al
(23), subjects trained for 8 weeks on an ankle disc. They measured postural sway while simultaneously
recording body movements with two cameras (23). Not only did they report a decrease in postural sway, but
also an improved pattern of balance control. This was evident in the injured limb as well as in the uninjured,
untrained limb. Gaufin et al (23) proposed that this improvement implicated central motor control rather than
peripheral proprioceptive control. If this theory holds true, it would be expected that the balance and
coordination training in our study would improve measures of balance but would have no effect on the
peripheral afferent receptors of the ankle and, thus, no effect on joint position sense.
SUMMARY
Based on the results of this study, it is evident that postural sway can be improved in subjects with functional
instability of the ankle following 6 weeks of coordination and balance training. Balance and coordination
training should continue to be an integral part of rehabilitation protocols.
The lack of a significant improvement in joint position sense following the coordination and training program
indicates the need for further study in the area of training for nonweight-bearing proprioception. It is still
unclear if joint position sense can be improved in the functionally unstable ankle.
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